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1. Introduction
1. 1. Goal: Setting out a Policy framework
The proposed document is building on the principles of the Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan in
according to the first generation of mobility plan of 15 April 2002. The quick check of the
municipal mobility plan was discussed at the municipal guidance committee (GBC) on the 5th
of February 2008 and got issued a favourable opinion by the internal auditor on the 21th of
April 2008, as well as the decision of the city of Sint-Niklaas and the GBC for the second track
“widening and deepening”. The reconnaissance note got approved by the provincial audit
committee (PAC) on 17th of October, 2011. In 2014 the planning process of the mobility plan
was accelerated. Various themes set out to be broadened and widened were elaborated and
reported upon. This policy document in elaborated version got approved by CGC on 5 June
2014. The deepening process of the development phase is forming the baseline for the
elaboration of the sustainable policy scheme. On the other hand had the policy context been
changed significantly which made an update of the sustainable policy scheme mandatory.
The development of the policy plan as a part of the mobility plan of the city of Sint-Niklaas
concluded the third phase of the mobility planning process. The scope of this SUMP is in the
first place the defining and elaboration of the mobility structure for Sint-Niklaas on a macro
level. This enables the development of a frame of reference in which the mobility policy for the
coming years can be elaborated on a lower level. The proposed document is to be read as a
strategic policy document which uses the discipline on the ratified policy plans of ‘de
Lobbenstad’, the Masterplan Public Space and the approved basic goals of climate neutral
city (Climate Plan)
In Sint-Niklaas during a short period of time multiple policy plans were being ratified and
initiated. Prior to this SUMP, the Masterplan Public Space and the Lobes-city model were
ratified in the city council. At the same time of the mobility plan’s trajectory also the city’s climate
plan was elaborated.
This multitude of new policy plans has created an important momentum in Sint-Niklaas to
shape the mobility policy for the coming decennia.
The Lobes city model was used as the starting point to start working on subjects such as traffic
circulation and road safety. Whilst the limited size of core city was very much fitted to revalue
the bicycle, almost every destination was attainable in less than 10 minutes. In combination
with the ambition of the city to aim for climate neutrality, to pursue road safety and to boost
bicycle use an enhanced bicycle policy was an obvious choice.

1.2. Participation
The proposed policy plan has been set out in close collaboration with different city services,
the Province of East-Flanders and the Flemish government by regularly discussing the
planning process of the policy plan in working groups. Additionally the policy plan was
extensively discussed with different stakeholders and advisory boards, and citizens were given
the opportunity to formulate remarks and concerns.

Political support:
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o City Council Committee 17 November 2014: discussion on guiding principles of the new

policy plan.
o City Council Committee 16 February 2015: discussion policy plan
o City Council 27 February 2015: preliminary determination SUMP
o City Council 24 April 2015: final determination mobility plan

Societal support:
o CEO-top 20: 10 October 2014 (discussion on guiding principles of the new policy plan)
o Senior Council: 22 October 2014 (discussion on guiding principles of the new policy

plan)
o GECORO: 4 November 2014 (discussion on guiding principles of the new policy plan

in the Spatial Planning advisory board)
o Village Council Sinaai: 4 November 2014 (discussion on guiding principles of the new

policy plan, focus on Sinaai)
o Village Council Nieuwkerken: 5 November 2014 (discussion on guiding principles of

the new policy plan, focus on Nieuwkerken)
o Village Council Belsele: 10 November 2014 (discussion on guiding principles of the

new policy plan, focus on Belsele)
o School Consult: 14 November 2014
o Stramin: 18 November 2014 (discussion on guiding principles of the new policy plan)
o School Consult (Elementary) : 25 November 2014, 6 January 2015 and 16 January

2015
o Agriculture Council: 26 November 2014 (discussion on guiding principles of the new

policy plan)
o Youth council: 27 November 2014 (discussion on guiding principles of the new policy

plan)
o Consultation with Police department and Attorney: 30 October 2014
o City centre management: 9 December 2014 (discussion on guiding principles of the

new policy plan, focus core city)
o Public hearings: 2nd, 4th, 10th, 11th and 17th December 2014.
o Explanation for police force: 2 December 2014
o Catering industry consultation: 2 December 2014

The input from the participation moment above was bundled in the document “Adviezen
beleidsplan”, which is an integral part of the ratified mobility plan. Propositions contributing to
the goals of this SUMP were included in the policy plan. Propositions inconsistent with the core
beliefs of this SUMP were not included. All the propositions that were not withheld have
received a motivated answer.
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2. Bottlenecks and strategic goals
2.1. Basic principles of the mobility issue
On a daily base commuters in and around Sint-Niklaas are encountering troubles reaching
their destination. This ranges from among others the accessibility and traffic flow problems on
the N70 and the N16 national roads, to the search of a free parking spot as well as cycling
routes not being as comfortable everywhere. A lot of these problems on the other hand do
have on impact on the liveability of these areas.
A great deal of the mobility problems are being caused by an unfinished road network around
Sint-Niklaas. Missing links and lack of guiding measures consequently caused the residential
areas having to deal with significant amounts of improper traffic. Also in the city centre of
Sint-Niklaas unwanted traffic is present.
For this multiple causes can be outlined:


The Parklaan – Grote Markt – Plezantstraat- axis is being in line with the N16 and N403
which causes a lot of north and southbound traffic passing through the city centre and
on the town square.



The traffic flow on the Koningin Astridlaan-Prins Bouwdewijnlaan-axis is rough as a
consequence of the lacking of the eastern tangential bypass. This is causing rat running
with intensified traffic pressure on the areas of Elisabethwijk, Fabriekswijk and
Priesteragiewijk. .



Few to none guiding measures are been taken to ban improperly traffic from residential
areas.

In addition to the other aspects of the traffic problem in the traffic liveability aspect the negative
impact on the quality of the surrounding areas by the motorized traffic is highlighted. In this
also the spatial as well as traffic expert point of view is important. Short, a lot of the car
transportations are causing severe nuisance. Though, the alternatives in the case of SintNiklaas are not really obvious.
At last, also freight traffic is using lower order roads on several locations unnecessarily which
to a lower extent is harming to liveability of the surrounding areas but to greater deal is
influencing the functioning of these roads for the other traffic, bicycle users and pedestrians.
The dealing with the dangerous points during the course of the past decennium has led to
most of the danger points being dealt with or plans being made to deal with in the future. This
doesn’t mean on the other hand that the traffic system can be categorized as being safe. To
motivate the people to start using the car les regularly, the alternatives have to be of a decent
quality. Especially the bike is the most favourable mean of transport for the short trips. The
bicycle network on the other hand is lacking quality on numerous locations since the safe
infrastructure for bicycle users is missing. In residential areas with mixed traffic, the pressure
of motorised traffic is being too elevated
The readability and clarity of the traffic system are strongly influencing traffic safety in a positive
way. The speed regimes are lacking adaptation to the road design. The 30 km/h-zones are
being determined ad hoc while the city has a huge potential for a more structural use of the 30
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km/h-zone principle. The routes for the heavy vehicle traffic are not adjusted to the road
category.
The Flemish Transport Company De Lijn came, already in 2013, to the conclusion that the
city-network had to be redesigned. The current journey times encountered some issues by
the traffic flow problems at Grote Markt, Driekoningen and some other smaller roads. Also
some of the future spatial development were currently not enclosed. Next to this the current
city network also had a very high density in the city centre, with numerous stops very near to
each other, meanwhile the range of the network was rather limited.
The current parking policy features much differentiated parking regimes. With 6 tariff zones
and 3 types of subscription schemes makes the tariff zones difficult to read and hard to
communicate. At the same time there is not much difference with regard to the tariffs. This
makes different conflicts to erupt between long and short term parkers, park and search traffic
whilst some of the car parks, like the station’s car park, still not being used at full capacity. Also
around the outskirt of the paid parking area or around big attraction points, such as the hospital,
pressure by long term parkers is present. This is disadvantageous for the local merchants and
residents. At the same time at a local level the loading and unloading encounters problems.
Which in his turn causes conflict with the vulnerable road users.

2. 2. Goals for the mobility Policy
2.2.1. Goals for the higher level governments
With composing and adapting a sustainable mobility policy one have to take into account the
existing higher level policy documents. In this context a large role is to be played by the ‘SUMP
Flanders’. This SUMP is the thread for future mobility decisions in Flanders and is nailing
down some concrete goals. The five strategic goals (attainable, accessible, safe, liveable,
nature and environmentally friendly) of the SUMP Flanders are discussed in the following
sections:
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The first strategic goal is set out with the intention of guaranteeing the access to economic
nodes and gateways (and there were the societal and economic functions are concentrated).
The accessibility has to guaranteed in a selective way. This signifies that not for every target
group or individual user, neither for every mode, nor every place or moment in time, the same
accessibility levels have to be guaranteed. To reach a better accessibility the policy outcomes
such as reliable travel times, reasonable costing price and elevated level of comfort were
proposed.
The second target is trying to level out the problems more vulnerable societal group are
encountering in their transport. The goal is to attain by selective means a fluent, safe and
widely accessible mobility for everyone. To prevent social exclusion by the way the transport
system is set out and priced, some societal effects such as improved mobility for the lowest
incomes and people with disabilities, a higher transport autonomy is put forward.
The third strategic goal is aiming at improving traffic safety and especially a reduction in the
number of traffic victims. To enhance traffic safety effects such a fewer death, fewer severely
wounded, fewer light-wounded and fewer traffic accidents with vulnerable road users is
championed.
The fourth strategic goal has to diminish the negative impact of traffic on the human
environment and well-being. This goal is focused on, independent from the mobility
developments, improving the traffic liveability. To enhance the traffic liveability in cities and
villages effects such as fewer transport related air pollution and health hazards, less traffic
disruption, an elevated amenity value and elevated utility are put forward.
The fifth strategic goals is focused on, independent from the mobility developments, reducing
environmental and natural damages. To reduce this nuisance effects such as fewer traffic
related emissions, conscience space use, defragmentation of nature and open space, scenic
integration of infrastructure and limited use of fossil fuels and other natural resources are
proposed.
In the provincial spatial structure plan the Province of East-Flanders is formulating among
others the goals concerning the desired mobility and axis infrastructures.
The following four goals are retrieved from the provincial spatial structure-plan East-Flanders:
strengthening the alternatives for road traffic, optimising the categorization of the road network,
a mobility policy focussed on traffic management and differentiating the accessibility in a spatial
and modal sense: ‘selective accessibility’

2.2.2. Ambitions and baselines for Sint-Niklaas
The city of Sint-Niklaas endorses the strategic goals of the supra-local government however is
wishing to add their own accents. In the previous SUMP own strategic goals weren’t yet
included. Therefore Sint-Niklaas is now opting for two umbrella ambitions which translate
into four baselines closely connected to the different traffic networks. Each of those
ambitions and baselines is contributing in his way to the strategic goals of the mobility vision
of the Flemish government and the Province.
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A higher liveability and traffic safety are pegs for this mobility plan.


Improved living conditions in residential areas has to induce a higher quality of life.
This is carried out through a consistent speed-policy and a guiding heavy weight traffic
network. Inappropriate traffic is getting banned by getting rid of the missing links traffic
circulation measures.



The traffic safety is improved by making the traffic-bearing roads visible with a uniform
streetscape in according to the speed regimes being in force. The road categorization is
an important thread in this regard, the implementation will be carried out with the respect
to the Masterplan Public Space.

In the traffic networks this ambition is being implemented with strong set of measures, with
measures in favour of walkers, bicycle users, public transport and car traffic.


The inner city of Sint-Niklaas is getting a more traffic calmed area. The beltway
consisting
of
the
R42,
the
tangential
roads
and
N70
road
has to push movements around the centre instead of through. By the implementation of
traffic circulation measures the passing through traffic is getting banned from the city
centre and the neighbourhoods in city are getting some air.
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An integral cycling policy is getting in place to enhance the position of the bike as the
most obvious mean of transport for short and medium long urban movements.



An even stronger (sub) urban public transport structure is being rolled out by using coreaxes for public transport. The offer for city transportation is getting expanded
(frequency) and will fit the new urban developments in a better way.



The city will be selectively accessible by the means of a guiding parking policy which
contributes to the liveability and the functioning of the local small businesses.

The ambitions and the baselines for sustainable mobility for Sint-Niklaas are fully in line with
the goals of the Flemish government and the Province.
Goals
Attainable

Accessible

Safe

Livable

Environment

Guiding principles

1. Higher quality of life and
well-being in residential areas
2. Higher traffic safety by
easily readable and
recognizable traffic networks
3. Integral cycling policy
4 Core axes Public Transport
5. Guiding parking policy
6. Car free city center

Goals
Strengthening
alternatives
for road traffic

Optimization
of
categorization

Traffic
management

Selective
accessibility

Guiding principles

1. Higher quality of life and
well-being in residential
areas
2. Higher traffic safety by
easily readable and
recognizable traffic networks
3. Integral cycling policy
4. Core axes Public
Transport
5. Guiding parking policy
6. Car free city center

2.2.3. Operational goals
The operational goals are a concrete translation of the previously mentioned specific
ambitions and baselines for Sint-Niklaas. They are specific, measurable, acceptable, realistic
and time-bound. Since in Sint-Niklaas not for all the baselines pre measurements are
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available a mobility-barometer, to the example of the Copenhagen bicycle account, will be
set out as an elaboration of the operational goals. This mobility barometer, to the
Copenhagen model, will be expanded so the specific baselines for Sint-Niklaas are all
included. All this enables the development of a new communication tool to both measure and
display the effects of the policy.

3. Relation to local policy plans and
explanation of policy scenario
3.1. Relation to local policy plans
Since the previous SUMP a few new processes have been started and have had an important
impact on the sustainable policy-scenario of the mobility plan. The most important are the
climate plan, the ‘lobbenstad’-model and the masterplan public space. Each of those three
plans is relating in a certain way to the different goals of the mobility plan. Those three new
policy plans will be elaborated in the following sections.

Sint-Niklaas has now officially acceded the European Covenant of Mayors. Thereby the city
engages itself to draft a climate plan and amongst other to strive for carbon emission
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reduction on their territory with 20% by 2020. Besides the ambition of the city remains to be
completely climate-neutral by 2050.
Both private and commercial traffic combined accounts for 33% of the total carbon emissions
on the Sint-Niklaas territory. Therefore Sint-Niklaas is championing the following measures,
directly linked to mobility: An accelerated modal shift from car to either bicycle or public
transport, optimizing and enhancing the sustainability the cargo transport, a charter for
sustainable mobility in companies. Next to the mere reducing of the carbon emissions the
climate plan is also focusing on city viability. Hence the climate plan also includes some
accompanying measures, actions of which the effect on the carbon emissions cannot be
directly measured, such as planting some extra green, changing the feeding pattern,
implementing a sharing economy etc.
The urban concept of the ‘lobbenstad’, of which Sint-Niklaas already investigated its
applicability in the city, is a possible way to evolve towards a more car free city centre. The
‘lobbenstad’-model got approved by the city council in September 2014. In the long run this
has to be integrated in the municipal spatial structure plan.
The ‘lobbenstad’-model, applied to SintNiklaas, starts from 7 historical radial
feeder roads give the opportunity to
spatially concentrate around. For cars
those access roads deliver an entrance to
ring road structure around Sint-Niklaas,
for the bicycle and the public transport
they create a direct connection to the city
centre.
To achieve a car free centre the
‘lobbenstad’-model
proposes
the
realization of both an eastern and
western tangent. This structure can be
used to reach the 3 large visitor parking
lots on the outskirts of the city.
At these visitor parking lots multimodal nodes can be created to enable switching to sustainable
modes.
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For the opening up of the residential areas
in the inner city a system with loops and/or
gates is championed as a condition for the
creation of a car free city centre (cfr. cycling
city of Houten). This enables those
neighbourhoods and the city centre to be
easily passable and accessible for bikers and
pedestrians and to maximize the residential
parking options. These different residential
and city neighbourhoods are separated from
each other for motorized traffic. This means
cars have to return every time to the primary
road network, in this case the ring road
(structure consisting of N41 – N70 – R42).
The master plan public space is policy plan approved by the city council consisting of the
global vision on public space on the city of Sint-Niklaas’ territory. This master plan contains
designing principles and material choices who have to add to the familiarity and the identity
the public spaces of Sint-Niklaas.

3.2. Actualization of the sustainable policy scenario
3.2.1. Short and long term spatial elements
3.2.1.1. Infrastructure and projects
On a spatial level the sustainable policy scenario still uses a strong urban corridor on the
central north-south axis between the train station, Grote Markt and the WSC as a starting point.
Important functional spaces and public facilities are located alongside this corridor.
Besides the sustainable scenario also uses the ‘lobbenstad’-model for granted. These 7
historical radial access roads for the city are used to spatially concentrate around. For car
these roads offer an entrance to the ring road. This structure, formed by the N70 – N41 – R42,
has to relief the city centre and serve as main access of the city for the motorized traffic.
Also movements inside Sint-Niklaas have to be redirected to the ring road to the outmost. Still
will be stimulated and even enforced by circulation measures. The measures will introduced
be gradually. In the long run 3 large visitor parking lots will be provided around the city centre
which will enable switching to sustainable modes of transport.
To optimize the functioning of all this from a traffic engineering point of view some new short
and long-term infrastructure projects are require realization. In the short run the comb
structure will be completed by the eastern tangent. In the long run a bypass road will alleviate
Hoge Bokstraat and the access road, Doornpark, can ease the passage through
Nieuwekerken. Also the N70 can be redesigned and downgraded to a local road once the
eastern tangent is constructed.
In the sustainable scenario they use 5 primal nodes as a starting point. The following 5
locations are selected:
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1.

The train station: a multimodal node, IC/IR-node

2.
The Fabiola square: A city gate with P+R and
distribution centre.
3.
The city node East: recreational node with a
focus on cycling traffic.
4.
The city node West: linked to a new attraction
pole (hospital) a high quality public transport offer and
cycling network is realised.
5.
The outskirts parking facility around the SVK as
foreseen in the lobbenstad-model. The exact location of
this facility is still be determined. Also to be researched
is whether the new location of the AZ Nikolaas hospital is
fitted for integrating this function as an outskirts parking
facility into one single location.

Besides three large city expansions have to tackle to large extent the goals concerning
living, green provisions and activity. The expansions included are the expansion of the
Clement-neighbourhood, De Winningen and an expansion of Bellestraat-Zonneken.
Next to those three city expansions in the long run the relocation of the AZ Nikolaas will be
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determining. At the moment the area at the junction of the N70 and the R42 road is envision
fort the relocation.

3.2.2. Traffic engineering elements on the short and long-term
3.2.2.1. Car free city centre by renewed neighbourhood-circulation.
The lobbenstand-model has outlined 7 access roads that can be used for spatial concentration
around and as a backbone for city and residential areas. Those historical radial access roads
will be used to open up each time a single city area or neighbourhood. For this 2 possible
principles are presented in the following section. Depending on the road profile and the
specific circumstances for every city area or city neighbourhood will be evaluated what would
the best option with a choice for one of those principles being made.
Principle of centre loops

Principle of neighbourhood loops

The different areas are accessible through a
feeder road cutting through the
neighbourhood. At the city centre for
motorized traffic no passage between the
different feeder roads is allowed.

The areas are separated for each other for
motorized traffic. A gate system is functioning
as the entrance and exit for a specific
neighbourhood.

In both of the cases the neighbourhoods are isolated from one another for motorized
traffic. This means car traffic is obliged to return to the main traffic structures every single time.
In the case of Sint-Niklaas this traffic structure is called a ‘rondweg’ (ring road). The ring road
consists of the R42 , the tangential roads and the N70 road.

3.2.2.2. Core axes for public transport
Actualizing the public transportation network is correlated to renewing neighbourhood
circulation on the street level. This SUMP consists only of some basic principles of the new
neighbourhood-circulation plan. The detailed version of the neighbourhood circulation plan we
take place in consultation with De Lijn. Possible optimization are: an early adaptation of some
suburban lines from the mobility vision; possibly serving some new attraction poles from
the city network; the coupling of some suburban lines will enable a stronger axis structure,
comparable to the existing corridor.
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3.2.2.3. Bicycle network structure
The current bicycle network is composed by radial
entrance axes to enable a good bicycle connection to
the city centre. This structure will be preserved in the
new bicycle network although further strengthened.
In the future extension of the bicycle network the radial
axes around the city centre of Sint-Niklaas will be
reinforced with a local and regional city bicycle ring
roads. These 2 ring roads have to connect in respective
order the city parts (lobes) and the several suburbs or
attraction poles around the city, such as the recreation
area De Ster.
These adjacent schemes represent the bicycle structure.
In green the local city ring road, in orange the regional city
bicycle ring road and in blue the radial cycling axes.

3.2.2.4. Guiding parking policy
In the short run, the parking regimes will be significantly simplified. A guiding policy will be put
in place based on the parking regime. The outskirt parking facilities will be the lowest-priced
car parks where long term parking will be encouraged. Next are the centre parking facilities,
still destined for long term parkers, however at a higher rate on the other hand. Parking in the
streets will become the most expensive. These parking spaces are intended for residents and
short term commerce related parking. A short term parking regime and residential parking
regime will consequently be introduced. In commercial streets tailor-made stop and shop
spaces specifically for ultra-short-term parking shop visitors will be introduced.
In the long run, some changes will take place as a consequence of the enlargement of the car
free city centre. The current centre parking facilities can be transformed to residential parking
areas. Visitors can be gathered at one of those multimodal transferring points from where the
visitor can either continue its journey or park in the new outskirts parking facilities, outside of
the car free city centre.
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Directional part

4. Policy scenario
4.1. Spatial developments and their effects on mobility
4.1.1. Road categorization
4.1.1.1. Vision
The desired road categorization will place the outlines of the mobility plan. It will determine the
modalities for the elaboration of the other themes and the expounding of the related networks
of the mobility plan.
In the framework of the climate-neutrality of Sint-Niklaas by 2050 the road categorization
have to first steps in the direction of the mapping of a sustainable Sint-Niklaas. A car free
city centre is an important part of the latter. With its realization inside the compact city core
the ‘lobbenstad’-model is stepping formally to the fore. This model enables the urban
neighbourhoods via a systems of loops and/or gates to be opened up using the historical city
access roads. Car traffic between the different neighbourhoods is only possible using the ring
road. In this way passing through traffic cutting through the city centre won’t be possible
anymore and the travel times for sustainable modes will become shorter compared to car
traffic (principles of neighbourhood circulation plan). This has the additional advantage the
city centre will be more easily passable and accessible for bicycle-users, pedestrians and
public transport.
Besides, in the course of the study-process, the necessity for an adjustment in the road
categorization outside of the circumventing road (R42-N70-N41) became apparent. Some
of the categorization changes won’t be realizable through budgetary constraints or will be
submitted to some preconditions, these will be for instance dependent of the realization of
other projects, such as the eastern tangent. Therefore the categorization will be sub-dived in
a long and short term variant (see figures below).
With the elaboration of the desired road categorization, the categorization used was according
to the spatial structure plan Flanders. The spatial structure plan Flanders and the provincial
spatial structure have determined the different road categories as followed (main roads,
primary roads category 1, primary road category 2, secondary roads, local roads).
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4.2. Elaboration of the traffic networks
4.2.1. Neighbourhood circulation plan
Sint-Niklaas has the ambition to achieve a raised liveability and an elevated well-being in the
city centre and on top of that is striving for a higher traffic safety. These ambitions translate in
a more car free city centre by optimizing the traffic structure and the necessary supporting
measures.
Also in the latter the ‘lobbenstad’-model is the most important thread. At the moment some
shopping streets in the city centre have yet been designed as pedestrian zones. This
pedestrian zones includes Stationstraat and Sint-Niklaas square. Besides the pedestrian zone
the intention is that the city centre, partly due to the changed neighbourhood circulation, will
become more traffic safe at the level of pedestrians, bicycle users and public transport.
In the short run already an important part of the passing through traffic can be banned
from the city centre. By a number of smart circulation changes at the height of the Grote
Markt (cut of the north-south movements) the passing through traffic belonging on the
tangential roads can be banned from the city centre. These measures will enhance the square
functions of the Grote Markt, the traversability of bicycle users and pedestrians and will enable
a better flow for public transport.
The realization of the eastern tangent is an important additional measure in fulfilling the traffic
structure and being able to direct the traffic optimally through the two tangential roads.
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In the long run an enlarged car free city centre will be pursued in which also internal car
movements trough the city centre will be avoided. Internal movements can be discouraged
by pushing through circulation measures.

4.2.2. Integral cycling policy
4.2.2.1. What is an integral cycling policy?
To come to a qualitative overall cycling plan an integral approach of the cycling policy is
important. To enable this integral cycling policy to develop we start from 4 pillars: policy,
network, service and culture. Every pillar is shaped by a number of components that provide
for a concrete translation. For instance a good cycling network will be defined by its cohesion,
appeal, safety and comfort. If we carry this out for every of the four pillars we will end up with
the following scheme:
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4.2.2.2. Ambitions of the Sint-Niklaas cycling policy
The SUMPof 2002 has initiated the revaluing of the bicycle in Sint-Niklaas. It was then said
that the urban area, with a city core of 3 by 5 km, was very suited to champion the role of the
bicycle. Almost all of the destinations in the core city would be attainable in no time by bike.
Partly influenced by the climate plan and ‘lobbenstad’-model the
bicycle is getting a prominent role. Using the catchphrase: “de
fiets… heeft iets” Sint-Niklaas is aspiring to create a genuine
cycling
culture
in
the
city.
Conducting an integral cycling policy is central and
consequently also one of the baselines of this mobility plan. The
bicycle has to become thé urban way of transport by eminence
for short and medium movements. The bicycle action plan and the
campaign “de fiets... heeft iets” are the first steps of the city
towards an integral cycling policy. That is how Sint-Niklaas in the
long run has to grow to a réal bicycle city.

4.2.2.3. Measures towards an integral cycling policy: policy
In able to coordinate the cycling policy, currently spread out over more than
20 city services, a cycling officer will be appointed. He will be the central
contact point for cycling policy and will be guarding over the
implementation and the follow up of the cycling action plan.
The end goal is to achieve a policy from the perspective of the bicycle user
that is vertically and horizontally integrated on several policy levels,
especially in the general mobility policy. Safety, sustainability and
liveability have to a thread through the cycling policy, by extension the
mobility policy. Therefore clear priorities and goals will be advanced to
enable an equilibrium between result focused and resources focused
cycling policy.
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Local and supra-local cycling projects have to be able to be carried out simultaneously and
where necessary matched to each other. An open and clear communication between the
different policy levels is by consequence required. The cycling policy is after all not limited to
the borders of Sint-Niklaas. A close collaboration with the neighbouring municipalities is
designated. An executive and political consultation is therefore appropriate. The citizen is
participating as well in the cities’ cycling policy. Through annual cycling conferences they will
get a voice in the cities’ cycling policy.

4.2.2.4. Measures towards an integral cycling policy: network
A quality cycling route is coherent, fast, safe, comfortable and appealing. To achieve such a
qualitative cycling network enough financial resources in het framework of the mobility
budget and the budget for public works have to be provided for the construction and
maintenance of the bicycle paths.
Thereby a special attention will go out to a maximal uniformity of the cycling infrastructure and
an integration in public space in the most esthetical attractive way.
Principles of the cycling network
The cycling network is built out of radial entrance axes with the goal of providing a decent
cycling
connection
with
city
centre.
This structure of radial axes around the city centre of SintNiklaas is reinforced by a local and regional urban
cycling ring road. These 2 ring roads have to connect in
respective order the city parts (lobes) and the several
suburbs or attraction poles around the city, such as the
recreation area De Ster.
The image above displays this structure in a schematic
way with in blue the radial axes, the local cycling ring road
in green and the regional urban cycling ring road in red.
Network architecture
In Sint-Niklaas there are 7 regional urban cycling routes. These are main axes for cycling traffic
with smooth, fast and safe cycling are at the base of the quality standard: safe, conflict-free,
priority on the rare crossings and uneven crossings with roads of traffic.
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4.2.2.4. Measures towards an integral cycling policy: service
In the framework of the realization of a qualitative cycling infrastructure on the
functional cycling route networks, an area-wide signage is required.
Functional cycling routes are: the supra-local functional cycling network (BFF),
Long distance cycling paths (LAF) and the municipal local cycling route
network. In November 2013 97 death end roads were made not interrupted
for bikers and pedestrians. To indicate in a clear way pedestrians and bicycle
users are able to continue their way through the street which is a dead-end for
vehicles, a new road sign is adapted on the entire territory of Sint-Niklaas. This
new road sign has to add to a better use of our roads, especially in a way to
boost walking and cycling as a sustainable alternative to car use.

4.2.2.4. Measures towards an integral cycling policy: culture
With the campaign “de fiets… heeft iets” the city is trying introduce a cycling
culture in the city. To enable the cycling policy to live amongst the residents of
Sint-Niklaas several communication campaign will be set up. The promotion
campaign ‘De fiets…heeft iets’ will therefore be used as a base for every form
of cycling promotion.
Communication on the topic of cycling policy will be maximized. In the first place
the extent to which the development of a website/online web platform can be
useful in the framework of the communication and participation will be analysed.
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Besides the social network-sites will be used and the city magazine will have in every edition
an article on the cycling policy.
The evolution of the cycling policy and the satisfaction of the residents will be monitored in
a structured manner and were it is possible extra room will be provided for participation. This
all will be integrated in functioning of the city in the following ways:





On an annual cycling conference the opinion of fellow city-residents on the cycling
policy in general or more specific cycling topics is demanded is demanded.
The creation of a mobility council uniting at least one time per year to discuss and
evaluate progress of the mobility and cycling policy plan. Surveys and polls will be
used as much as possible to question the citizens’ opinions on the cycling policy.
Allowing bicycle users to participate in new infrastructure projects.

4.2.3. Public and collective transportation network
The climate plan of the city of Sint-Niklaas has in combination with ‘lobbenstad’-model had a
strong impact on the current traffic circulation in the inner city. Under the influence of those 2
plans in the new neighbourhood circulation plan a few measures are taken or proposed in
medium-long and long run that will pledge for a thorough revision of the city network on
street level. On one side some entrance axes will be because of their limited capacity reduced
to a single direction. Some of those axes are currently used by De Lijn in both directions. On
the other hand the 7 historical radial entrance roads are both used as an entrance road for
cars and as well as a quick and straight connection towards the city centre for public transport
and bicycles.
This doesn’t permit a smooth flow for De Lijn. For those 2 reasons the possibility to separate
the public transport entrance-axes from the car entrance-axes has to be analysed. Where it is
impossible to separate the entrance roads, some traffic measures have to be taken to
guarantee the strong public transport-axis on those access roads. This can happen by further
detailing the neighbourhood circulation plans in which De Lijn will be involved. In the first
consultation of De Lijn a series of possible optimization tracks were discussed. Possible
optimizations are:




Early introduction of a number of suburban lines from the mobility vision (using a 20
minutes frequency instead of the current 30 minutes frequency)
Possible service of the new attraction poles by the city network.
The coupling of some suburban lines will enable the development of more strong axes,
similar to the corridor.

The figure below provides an, conceptually and unattached from the street level, an overview
of the possible optimizations compared to the current state. In grey are the current attraction
poles and end stops of the urban network. In black are some future attraction poles that can
possibly be included in the urban network in the long run.
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4.2.4. Traffic safety, liveability and road redesigning
Increasing traffic safety is one the major baselines of this mobility plan. Striving to an
elevated traffic safety is closely connected to 4 other themes, all together contributing to an
elevated traffic safety.






Road redesign: eliminating the dangerous points and making the traffic supporting
axes visible according to road categorisation and the masterplan public space.
Conducting a consistent speed policy which is easily readable thanks to a uniform
street outlook according to the speed regime in force.
Plotting a guiding freight route network supported by an extensive ban on passing
through freight traffic on the roads neither included in the freight route network nor
having a local connecting function. Besides that also the local problems with truck
parking have to be dealt with.
The zonal safety plan of police department has to guarantee traffic safety and
contribute to a raised (traffic)-liveability in Sint-Niklaas. Central is an enforcement policy
supported by measures in terms of infrastructure, education, information and
communication.

4.2.4.1. Speed plan
Plotting a desired speed plan is carried out based on the proposed road categorization. The
speed regime has to take care of this categorization to be respected so all these roads are
able to fulfil their proposed function.
Besides the speed plan also takes into account the bicycle network, the residential areas and
future redevelopment plans of some roads. The boundaries of the built up area will not be
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changed, the city of Sint-Niklaas has updated the boundaries of the built up area during the
course of last year. The following principles were used to determine the speed regimes:
Speed regime 70 km/h
The proposition is made to introduce outside of the built-up area speed regimes of maximum
70 km/h on all secondary roads, local roads type1 and local roads type 2a. Local roads
type 2b can have the same speed regime on the condition that safety cycling infrastructure is
present.
Speed regime 50 km/h




All the roads inside the built up area boundaries
All the roads with mixed traffic categorized as local road type 2b.
All the roads categorized as local road type 3 and thus don’t have an explicit traffic
function. Where possible and/or with the redesign of these roads will receive a rural
outlook (see masterplan public space).

Speed regime 30 km/h



All the school environments: dynamic 30-zone displays have already been introduced
in all the school environments
In living streets and neighbourhoods were the residential function precedes the traffic
function. To enable the enforcement and compliance with the 30-zone these streets by
preference have a road outlook signalling the road users upon entering the 30-zone.
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4.2.4.2. Routes for heavy weight vehicle traffic
The network for freight traffic within the Sint-Niklaas boundaries has to be constructed in that
way to enable redirecting freight traffic as soon as possible to the higher level road
network. The obvious solution is redirecting the freight traffic as quickly as possible towards
the nearest main road, the E17. To facilitate the access towards the E17-road the main
principle is that the road categorization inside Sint-Niklaas has to be respected.
To advance traffic safety and traffic liveability 4 large zones of 3, 5 tons except for local traffic
are being imposed in the Sint-Niklaas territory. Besides a ban for entering the city centre
through Parklaan or Plezantstraat for +3.5 tons-traffic is being imposed. This ban on the other
hand won’t provide a completely closed zone inside the circumventing road. To safeguard the
zones outside the predetermined freight routes of passing through heave weight vehicle traffic
the 4 large zones of 3,5 tones excepts for local traffic can be further stretched. Only trucks
providing the local supply will then be permitted entry. Besides the ban on passing through
traffic inside the circumventing road has to be closed to enable the whole of the city centre to
be liberated from passing through freight traffic.

4.2.5. Parking policy
4.2.5.1. Short-term parking policy
At the moment there are 8 centre parking facilities in Sint-Niklaas: Grote Markt; train station;
Station square; Schouwburg square; Zwijgershoek; Heymanplein; Kokkelbeekplein;
Kroonmolenplein. Long-term parking will be by preference in one of those 7 facilities. This
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keeps the streets free for short-term parking and residents. To push long-term parking in the
direction of those facilities a gradually descending is in place, which is lower compared to the
tariffs on the streets. In the short run the paid parking zone will be enforced. In shopping streets
tailored solutions can be found depending on the number and type of shops present in the
streets. Some ‘stop and shop’ parking spots will be introduced which limits parking to 30 (free)
minutes. Long-term parking won’t be possible any longer at those places. This can, when
necessary, be extended to a ban on resident-parking during shopping hours. To counter the
pressure of long-term parkers in the residential zones the blue zone can be expanded to almost
the complete area inside the circumventing road. Some smaller neighbourhoods were at the
moment no such problems are present will be excluded from the blue zone. These zones will
monitored on the other hand to determine whether in the long run an extension of the blue
zone in those areas is necessary.
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4.2.5.2. Parking policy in the long run
In the long run a more car free inner city will cause a number of shifts. Short-term parking
policy and resident-parking will be to the outmost captured in the current centre parking
facilities. Visitors and long-term parkers will be gathered in multimodal nodes around the city
or in new parking facilities in the outskirts of the car free city centre. Because residents and
short-term parkers are directed towards the current centre parking facilities a lot of free space
is created in the streets. The offer of parking sports in the streets can be adapted to a more
qualitative design of the public domain. Outside the car free city centre a blue zone with
resident cards will be introduced. This to prevent parkers to flee towards the zone just outside
the paid parking-zone in spite of the residents.

4.3. Supporting measures
4.3.1. Support of specific target groups
The city council giving great importance to the traffic safety of school areas and school routes.
The city council of Sint-Niklaas is aspiring to enter a partnership with the schools on its territory.
For nursery and primary schools this takes the form of a charter on traffic safety to be signed.
In this latter the schools, the parents and the pupils, the city council as well as the police
department are committing all together to draft an action plan on traffic safety tailored to the
specific school. This action plan is also called the school-transport-plan and entails some
aspects according to following themes: information, awareness, education, mode of transport,
infrastructure, school routes etc. The city council entered into a cooperation agreement with
‘Voetgangersbeweging vzw’ (Octopus plan) supporting the drafting of school-transport plans
for nursery and primary schools, recorded in the school-charters. This trajectory kicked off in
2014 and will end in 2017. Every year more or less ten schools are discussed. The school
charter came about after a thorough analysis using:


Individual surveys of the children and parents on the topic of traffic and home-school
movements.
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Classroom surveys on mode of transport for home-school movements.
Site visit to the school with members of the police department, the mobility service, a
representative of the school and the parent committee.

Upon signing the school-charter in the traffic field, the respective school will obtain a traffic
safe school-label. Three different colours are provided:




Bronze: The drafting of the school transport plan has been completed. The charter will
be signed.
Silver: The school can demonstrate the goals in the school transport plan have been
elaborated.
Gold: All points of action for the school transport plan have been achieved.

The labels will be issue at the end of every school term.
Secondary school can address specific question concerning their school environment to the
cities’ mobility service. Besides there is a city-wide initiative on the topic of traffic education in
which school can enrol, the traffic week.
As working method on the topic of traffic safety in school environments and on school routes
an integral approach with attention for at least the following aspects: information, awareness,
education, mode of transport, infrastructure, school routes, etc. is selected. In this way the city
council wants to deal with traffic safety in school environments and school routes
systematically in a structured and simple manner. All this by the drafting and carrying out of
school charters for all primary school. Hereby different actors are reinforce each other to make
the traffic situations around the school and the routes towards school safe: the city, the schools
and the police department.

4.3.2. Awareness creation, marketing, information and promotion for target
groups
4.3.2.1. Sint-Niklaas sets a good example
Sint-Niklaas wants to become a pioneer for the mobility plans’ baselines. The city will therefore
set a good example for its citizens. All this will be carried out using the following initiatives:







Construction of qualitative storage facilities at all public services of the city following
the STOP-principle (Stappen = walking, Trappen = cycling, Openbaar Vervoer = public
transport, Privé vervoer= private transport). At the train station additional ‘blue bikes’
can be provided.
City employees can enrol for an eco-driving course.
All city services will concentrated on three large sites. On every location in the short
run a bicycle-pool will be provided for all work-related movements. The most ideal route
between the 3 facilities has to be made known for the staff members.
The fleet will be constantly made more environmentally friendly with new purchases. A
service vehicle got integrated in the ‘Cambio’-fleet as well.
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4.3.2.2. “The bicycle … has something”
With the communication and promotion campaign ‘de fiets…heeft iets’
(literally translated to: the bicycle…has something) the city wants to
create a real cycling culture. Conducting an integral cycling policy is
therefore central and consequently also one of the baselines of the
mobility plan. The bicycle has to become thé urban mean of transport by
preference for short and medium-long movements. The integral cycling
policy in this SUMPand the campaign ‘de fiets... heeft iets’ are the first
steps of the city towards a real integral cycling policy. This is how Sint-Niklaas in the long run
has to develop towards a real cycling city.

4.3.2.3. Car free Sunday
On Sunday the 21 September 2014 the city of Sint-Niklaas
participated for the first time in several years with the Car free Sunday.
From 12h till no car traffic was allowed in a large part of the city core. The
day was supported by numerous activities, marketing and awareness
creation campaigns. A special attention was given to the bicycle with
among other thing cycling route maps, several different bicycles, cycling
accessories, theft prevention and bicycle art. Sint-Niklaas has the ambition
to make the car-free Sunday again an annual event in the city core. Also
during other events Sint-Niklaas will carry out an active mobility policy.

4.3.2.4. Car sharing
Sint-Niklaas is supporting both Cambio as well as Autopia. At the moment 4 Cambio-cars are
available on three locations in the inner city. The city has already integrated one of this service
vehicles in the Cambio-fleet to enable this car to be used by individuals. In the future the city
wants to promote car sharing in a more pro-active manner. Besides in the framework of the
climate plan, the integration of electrical vehicles in the Cambio-fleet has to be championed.
This can be the first step in acquainting the residents with electric vehicles.

4.3.2.5. Digital Communication
In able to decently communicate on mobility a new more modern city website around mobility
is required. A digital parking shop were residents can shop for all their parking items is part of
this website.

5. Action program
In the SUMP an action table is included with a timing, an estimate and the action initiator.
Top 10 of the current policy plan
1

Drafting the mobility-barometer

2

Implementing a speed plan

3

Implementing a freight route plan

4

GVP: Rebuilding of Driekoningen- junction
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5

Eastern tangent

6

Keeping passing-traffic out of the city-centre + detailing of neighbourhood circulation
plan

7

Completion of the functional cycling route network

8

Regionalisation of the city network

9

Unrolling an integral parking policy

10

Expanding an participatory mobility policy with the creation of a mobility council

6. Organisation, participation and
evaluation
6.1. Organisation and participation
In order to be able to roll out and monitor the mobility policy proposed in this SUMPin this
chapter a number of organizational measures are proposed.
The following organizational measures are being taken in order to realize the SUMPand
implement the performance of the action program.





Demonstrating SUMP and putting together movie clip of the mobility plan.
Once the SUMP has been approved the final version will be extensively introduced to
all city residents.
Setting up a Mobility Council
The Mobility Council will assemble at least once every year to discuss and evaluate the
progress of both the mobility and the cycling policy plan
Annual cycling conference



An annual cycling conference is organised which examines the opinion of the residents.




Rolling out an integral parking policy
This will be carried out with new personnel for enforcement, new paying technology
(user friendly and modern), a parking shop and digital processing of parking fees.
Detailing the neighbourhood circulation plan
The elaboration of the circulation plans on a street level will be carried out in
consultation with the different neighbourhoods. Therefore consultation moments with
the different neighbourhoods will be set up.
Cross-border administrative and political consultations with the different local and
supra-local cycling projects will allow to adjust to one another.









6.2. Evaluation
The operational goals are a concrete translation of the previously formulated specific guiding
principles for the city of Sint-Niklaas. They are specific, measurable, acceptable, realistic and
time-constrained. Since not for all the guiding principles baseline measurements have been
performed for the city of Sint-Niklaas, a mobility-barometer will be set up as an elaboration of
the operational goals.
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The mobility-barometer will be set up to the example of the bicycle account in Copenhagen
but will be further expanded so the various specific guiding principles of Sint-Niklaas can all be
included. With the expansion also indicators for health (air and noise) will included in the
mobility-barometer. This enables the development of a new communication tool measuring
and displaying the effects of the policy.

Every specific guiding principle will be assigned a number of indicators that will be monitored
in time by the mobility-barometer. The following table provides an overview of some
possible indicators grouped by the guiding principle. These can be further elaborated
with the unfolding of the mobility-barometer.
With the development of the mobility-barometer a baseline measurement will be carried out for
all the selected indicators. Once the baseline measurement is available a well-considered
ambition level can be coupled to every indicator.
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The mobility-barometer is an important working tool to monitor the effects of the conducted
policy. At the same time it will become an important communication tool for the mobility
policy being conducted in the longer run and the future. Therefore it will receive high priority
in action tables.

Guiding principle
Cycling policy

Indicator
Kilometres of cycle paths constructed
Bicycle-use rate per type of movement (home-work/homeschool/ etc.)
Bicycle use on the main axes of the network
Cycling infrastructure quality based on a measuring bike
Number of bicycle parking facilities and their use

Traffic safety

Number of accidents with injury registered by the accidents
statistics of the police department
Annual monitoring of danger spots (according to own
definition)

More car free city centre

Monitoring the passing-traffic through the city centre using
origin-destination studies
Number of cyclists and pedestrians present in the city
centre
Surveys conducted polling the liveability and the general
well-being under the residents
Average commercial velocity on the WSC-Train stationcorridor

Elevated liveability and wellbeing
Core-axes public transport
Guiding parking policy

Ratio of the number parking spots on the streets vs. the
number of parking spots in public or neighbourhood parking
facilities.
Occupancy rate of the streets and the car parks at several
reference moments
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7. Conclusion
The SUMP came about after extensive consultation with numerous internal services, the
municipal guidance committee and all city council fractions. The exchanging of ideas and a
number of attention points was very constructive and was positively evaluated by the experts,
chairing in the municipal guidance committee. The policy plan was presented a whopping 23
times to village councils, advisory boards, interest groups and stakeholders. Not everything
could be included, because first of all, it went against the goals of the plan, because secondly,
it was about the plan’s implementation or because thirdly, additional research was required. In
the latter case this was included as an action in the action table. This received input was most
of the time very high level and worthwhile not to let go in vain. Therefore the city council has
decided to add the feedback on the participation trajectory to the policy plan as a sort of
memento about what not to forget the citizens and different boards have given as input.
Why is this SUMP so important for the city? First of all because of the policy framework. Next
to the SUMP we have after all also defined the future spatial framework and the design of the
public space. With this plan the city has a strong tool to explain to the residents our choices on
speed regimes, freight routes, cycle paths and their relative priority. Second, an elevated traffic
safety and liveability are both the starting point as result area, thanks to some clear and welldocumented principles. The right traffic on a properly designed as a starting point to achieve a
consistently designed and readable road lay-out. A clear picture on and matched heavy-load
traffic and speed plan.
Third, a strong alternative, reinforcing policy in the area of sustainable forms of transport, such
as public transport, but most of all the bicycle taking the role as the fastest and most
comfortable way of transport in the new circulation plan. As a result a better accessibility by
taking away the improper traffic of the heavy burdened axis. Positive environmental effects by
opting for an application of the STOP-principle and a better accessibility by applying
consistently the masterplan for public space. Together with an elevated traffic-liveability and
safety this plan answers to the 5 strategic goals of drafting a SUMP in Flanders. Finally, this
plan is a guideline for a realistically phased and economical execution in the field. The most
important conditions to making progress in the short run are identified, have been planned and
budgeted in city budget. The plan lays down some principles, but leaves some open space for
adaptations to the street and neighbourhood-level with the goal of giving participation a chance
in delivering a meaningful contribution.
Full

SUMP

document:

https://www.sint-niklaas.be/sites/default/files/p1_0050_mp_sint-

niklaas_beleidsplan_volledigebundel.pdf
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